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ABSTRACT
The investigating members of the Mathematics Department
of Clemson University, under an extension of NASA Contract
NAS 8-11259, studied applications of pseudoinverses of
matrices to the statistical filter problem. A new Kalman-
type filter is presented based on these studies.
tv
SUMMARY
A review of the filtering problem and the Kalman
solution are presented. The assumptions are emphasized.
To obtain a new Kalman-type filter, generalized
exponential smoothing is presented and the relevant results
of pseudoinverses of matrices are reviewed.
The new filtering equations are introduced and briefly
studied with respect to unbiasness.
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Section 1: Introduction
Partly because of space navigation and guidance problems,
estimation of the state vector in a dynamic system has become
very important. An estimation procedure due to R. E. Kalman
[1] has been used extensively in recent years. This, statistica l-
"filter" requires the prior knowledge of the values o, many
statistical parameters (variances and covariances). By
assuming exact knowledge of the dynamic system and of the
parameters. Kalman proved that his procedure was "best" in
a certain statistical sense.
In some situations it is unreasonable to assume that one
knows the values of the parameters required in the Kalman
filter. Furthermore, accurate estimation of the parameters
may be impossible. This paper introduces and briefly studies
a new filtering scheme which combines generalized exponential
smoothing and the pseudoinverse of a matrix. The new
procedure requires fewer assumptions than does the Kalman
filter. In particular, none of the parameters have to be
known. Obviously, one would not expect the accuracy of this
new method to be as great as that of the Kalman filter, but
preliminary studies on an elementary dynamic model are
encouraging.
The main disadvantage of this new method of filtering is
that of exponential smoothing (EWMA) in general. The smoothing
constant must be determined numer{sally. However, in the
analysis of economic time series it has been found that the
2smoothing constant is relatively stable in the sense that
-mall amounts of new data generally do not significantly
affect the value of the constant. The main use of EWMA is
in short term forcasting which is frequently the role of
the Kalman filter. Past records could also be used to
estimate the constants.
Section 2 of this report reviews one usef ,xl form of the
Kalman filter as presented by Solloway [2]. Generalized
exponential smoothing is developed in Section 3. Pertinent
results from the theory of matrix pseudoinverses are
discussed in Section 4. The general form of the new filter
i.s presented and studied in Section 5.
Section 2: Review of Kalman Filter
Kalman's statistical filter is a particular formulation
of a solution to the Weiner problem [1]. These results
appeared in [1] for a particular dynamic system--one with
random error in the difference equation of a discrete
dynamic system, but without random errors in the observation
equations. Solloway [2] presents similar results for a
system with undisturbed difference equations and observation
equations with additive random error. Solloway's *model is
more applicable to free-flight trajectory analysis and is
thus presented below.
Let observations be made at times t 0
 < t  <
	 < to
A discrete dynamic system can be represented by
Xn+1 On+l,n Xn
and
Y  = M 
n 
X n + Un,
where
X  is the state vector at time tn,
Y  is the observation vector at time tn,
4^n+l,n is the transition matrix for the
interval [t n' to
+1]'
Mn is the crapping matrix at tire tn,
and
(2.1)
(2.2)
Ur is an error erector with zero mean and
covariance matrix Qn.
4Equation 2.1 illustrates the dynamics of the system, in
that it shows how to obtain the state vector at time to+l'
from the state vector at time t n . Unfortunately X  is not
usually known and therefore must be estimated. Equation 2.2
illustrates the mathematical relationship between the
observables at time tn , Yn , and the state vector at time t n , Xn.
The mathematical theory of dynamic systems and their
connection with differential equations have been studied
extensively. For further references see, for instance, [3],
[4], and [5].
The sequential estimation procedure derived by the Kalman
method assumes that:
(i) E[Un U' m] = 0	 n # m
(The prime notation on a matrix is used to indicate the
matrix transpose);
(ii) An initial estimate of X 0 , denoted by X0 , is
available;
(iii) The initial estimate is unbiased and has known
covariance matrix P0;
(iv) The covariance matrices of the "noise" in the
observations are all known. That is, E[U n U' n ] = Q  is known
for n = 0, 1, .	 .
The Kalman filter is a sequential procedure which
"updates" a previous estimate after a new vector of observations
is observed. More precise
estimate Xn+l of the state
Y  and a previous estimate
ly, the problem is to find a best
vector Xn+1' by using the observation
X  which is based on the observations
Y = MXn	 n n . (2.6)
5
Y02 Y1' • • •, Yn-1 . The procedure also assumes that P n , the
covariance matrix of the estimate Xn , is known. The criteria
used in establishing the formula for the updated estimate
Xn+1 is to minimize the trace of the covariance matrix of the
new estimate.
Under the above assumptions the best estimate in the
above sense, denoted by 
Xn+1' is given by
Xn+l = 0n+l,n X* n3
	 (2.3)
where
	
X*n = X  + *n (Yn - Yn ),	 (2.4)
	
*n = PnM' n (MnPnM' n + Qn ) -1 ,	 (2.5)
and
(If A is a nonsingular matrix, then A -1 denotes its inverse.)
The covariance matrix of X* n , denoted by P*n , is given by
*P 
n	 P 
	 *nMnPn'
The covariance matrix of 
Xr+1' denoted by Pn+1' is given by
Pn+1	 to+l,n P*n 01n+l,n'
It is easily verified that if X0
 is unbiased then so is
X*n and Xn+1' for each n.
6The following observations are made for future reference.
(1) The change made in t:e estimate X  to obtain X* n is
a weighted difference in the observation and a prediction of
what the observation should be based on the past observations.
(2) The dynamics of the system is used only to project
the updated estimate at time t n, X* n' up to an estimate of the
state vector at time to+1'
(3) Of paramount importance is the fact that regardless
of the dimension of X  and Y  the filtering technique is
applicable. That is, even if there are fewer observables than
components in the state vector, one is able to obtain a new
improved estimate of the state vector. Also, the routine does
not require that the same quantities be observed at each time
instant.
For an extensive discussion of the Kalman filter see,
for example, [1], [2], C31, and [6].
Section 3: Generalized Exponential Smoothing
The method of exponential smoothing of time series
(exponentially weighted moving averages, EWMA) has been used
extensively in inventory control and production planning [7, 81.
EWMA is a method by which data is weighted in such a manner that
the last observation is "used" more than the previous ones,
the next to last observation more than the ones which preceded
it, etc. This is a plausible method of handling time dependent
economic data because the last observation possesses more
information about the present economic environment than do
the previous observations. On the other hand, the previous
observations do contain relevant information in decreasing
degrees and thus should be used accordingly in any prediction
procedure.
Let x(i), i = 0, 1, • • •, n, • • • be a one-dimensional
stochastic process with mean U. Let x(0) denote an initial
estimate of the mean and for n > 0, x(n+l) will be the
estimate of u using x(0), x(1), • • •, x(n). The basic
EWMA model is
x(n + 1)	 x(n) + ae(n)
	
(3.1)
where a is a constant such that 0 < a < 1 and e(n) = x(n)	 - x(n).
Equivalently, equation 3.1 can be written as
x(n + 1) _ (1 - a)x(n) + ax(n).
	 (3.2)
8By substitution in 3.2, one easily obtains
x(n + 1) _ (1 - a)n+lx(0)
+ a[x(n) + (1 - a)x(n - 1) + • • • + (1 - a)nx(o)].
I'	
Thus the most recent observation receives a weight of
a, the next to last all - a), • • •, and the first observation
all - a) n . For a # 0, the initial estimate is used less as the
number of observations increases,since its weight is (1 - a)n+l.
Since there is no closed form solution for a, the choice
of a is a numerical one. The number a is chosen so that
a
1 e(i)2 = I [x(i) - x(i)]2	 (3.3)
i=0	 i=0
is minimized.
As will be seen shortly, EWMA yields an unbiased estimate
of u for each n if x(0) is an unbiased estimate of P. If
one knows only that the variances of x(0), x(1), • • •, x(n),
denoted by a02 , al 2 ,	 •, an2 , form a decreasing sequence,
i.e., a02 > a12 >	 > on2 >	 •, then equation 3.1 is a
more reasonable method of estimating u than using the sample
mean. (Obviously if the variances are known exactly, then
one would use the minimum variance unbiased estimator.)
If the variances are increasing instead of decreasing,
then EWMA would not give an appropriate estimation model.
In space navigation and guidance problems it is frequently the
case that observations become more variable as time progresses
9since the distance over which the measurements are made
become greater [3]. If certain measurements were made on a
spacecraft in an elliptic orbit, then one would expect the
variances to alternately increase and decrease. These
considerations lead to "generalized exponential smoothing"
(GEWMA).
Let x(i), i = 0, 1,	 •, n,
	 be the one-dimensional
stochastic process described above and let k(i),
i = 0, 1, • ' ', n, ' ' ' be a sequence of real numbers. For
a a real number in the unit interval and x(0) an initial estimate
consider the sequence of estimators x(1), x(2),	 •, x(n+l),
given by
x(n + 1) = x(n) + ak(n) e(n),	 (3.4)
where
e(n) = x(n) - x(n).
By substitution one sees that
A	 n	 k(i) .,
x(n + 1)	 H (1 - a
	
)x(0)
i=0
+ ak(n) x(n)
 + ak(n-1)(1 - 
ak(n) )x(n - 1)
+	 + ak(0)	 n (1 - k(i) WO).	 (3.5)
i=0
If k(i) = 1, for each i, then it is clear that equation 3.4
reduces to equation 3.1. Thus 3.4 is a generalization of EWMA.
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For the case where k(i) - i, for each i, one sees that
(1) no initial estimate is needed and (2) the latest observation
is used less and less. This would be a reasonable model if the
variances of the observations were increasing in some definite
pattern.
It will now be demonstrated that GEWMA is an unbiased
estimator of u, if x(0) is unbiased (hence EWMA gives unbiased
estimates). From equation 3.5 one sees that x(n + 1) is a
linear combination of the observations x(0), x(1), • • •, x(n)
and x(0). Thus one needs to show that the sum of the coefficients
is equal to one for each n > 0.
Define Y
-1' YO' • • •, Yn as follows:
nk(i)Y-1 = n (1
i=0
Yn = ak(n),
and
Y = 
ak(j)	 II	 (1 - ak(i))
i=j +1
for 0 <j <n.
Thus the sum of the coefficients is
n-1
n	 Y-1 + Yn +	 Y^	 n > 1
_	
J=o
Y,)
Y-1 + Y0 .	 n	 0
It will suffice to show that
11
n-1
JIOY	 Y-1 - Yn=
or
n-1 k Q
	
n	 k(i)	 n	 k(i)	 k (n)I a	 R (1 - a	 ) - 1 - n (l - a	 ) - aJ-v	 i=j +1	 J=O
for n > 1.
I
(3.6)
The proof will be by mathematical induction.
For n = 0,
0	 k(i)	 k(0)Y-1 + Y O = H (l - a	 ) +J=O
a k(0) + a k(0)
Assume that 3.6 holds for n = m. That is,
M-1 k (j ) 	 k(i)	 k (m)	 rR	 k(i)I a	 n (l - a	 11 (l	 (3-7)
- 0
	i=j +1	 i=O
For n = m + 1,
M
I a k(j ) Mn (1
+l	 k (i)
J=O	 i=j +1
+l	 +
a k(m) m11 (1 - ak(i) 
+ MI1 a k(j) Mnl (1 - a k(i)
i=m+l	 J-0	 i=j+l
= O k (m) (l - cc k(m+l) )
	
+	 a 
k(m+l) ) [Jm-lak(j) M (1 - a k(i)]
00	 i=j +1
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By the inductive hypothesis the quantity in the brackets is
given in equation 3.7. Therefore,
ak( `)) M+l (1 - ak(i))
,
j=0	 i=,j+l
= ak(m) (1 - ak(m+l))
+ (1 - ak(m+1)) 1 - ak(m) - II (1 - ak(i))
J=O
= ak(m) (1 - ak(m+l))
+ (1 - ak(m) )(1 - ak(m+l) 1 - 1I l(1 - ak(i))
i=0
(1 - ak(m+l))(ak(m) + 1 - ak(m) ) - Mn (1 - ak(i))
i=0
= 1 - ak(m+l) - M+l (1 - ak(i)).
i=0
It therefore follows that the expected value of x(n + 1)
is u whenever x(0) is unbiased. That is,
n
Ex + 1) = E	 Y x(J) + Y-1x(0)
.) =o
njjoyj ELx( j )^ +Y_l E[ x(0)]
n
= u i 1-1YJ
= u•
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In the case of a p-variate stochastic process GEWMA could
be applied to each component thus giving the model
where
	
X(n + 1) - X(n) + A(n) E(n),
	 (3.8)
a1 k l (n)	 0	 . . .	 0
A(n) = 0	 a2k2(n)...0
0	 0	 . . .	
a 
kp(n)
ai is a constant for each i,
k i (n) is a sequence for each i,
and E(n) = X(n) - X(n).
The estimate X(n) is a p X 1 vector, as is X(n).
The model in equation 3.8 does not take into account the
statistical dependency (if any) of the different components of
the vector X(n). But the exact dependency (partially expressed
by covariance matrices) is frequently unknown. Furthermore when
this technique is applied to estimation in a dynamic system in
section 5, the dynamics of the model will aid in introducing
the appropriate interactions.
Section 4: The Matrix Pseudoinverse and Its Applications
Consider a system of linear equations
Y = MX	 (4.1)
where
Y is an m x 1 vector.
M is an m x p matrix of known constants.
X is a p x 1 vector of unknowns.
It is well known that if M is square and of rank p, then a
unique solution-vector X exists and is given by X = M-1Y.
When M is non-square or when M is square but singular, there
may still be a solution(s) to the system and a unified theory
to treat both the case when M-1 exists and when it doesn't
is desirable. One such theory involves the use of the
pseudoinverse of a matrix, which will be discussed in this
section.
DEFINITION 4.1: Let M be an m x p matrix. If a matrix M+
exists that satisfies the four following conditions, then it
will be called a pseudoinverse of M:
(i) MM+ is symmetric
(ii) M+M is symmetric
(4.2)
(iii) MM+M = M
(iv) M+MM+ M+
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If M is square and nonsingular, then it is clear that M-1
exists and satisfies the four conditions of (4.2). If M
is square but singular, however, or if M is not square, then
the problem remains as to whether a matrix M + exists that will
satisfy (4.2) It will now be shown that for any matrix M, a
pseudoinverse M +
 exists and is in fact unique. Note that if
a pseudoinverse exists, it must have order p x m, since MM+
must be symmetric and hence square. Also note that if M is
the null matrix of order m x p, denoted by ^mxp , then Opxm
satisfies the four conditions required in (4.2).
THEOREM 4.1: For every m x p matrix M, there is a matrix
M+
 satisfying the four conditions of (4.2) i.e., every
matrix has a pseudoinverse.
Proof: If M= ^, then from the above remarks, M+
	pxm.
Thus assume M ji 	 If M has rank r, it can be factored
(nonuniquely) as
M = BC
	
(4.3)
where B is m x r of rank r, and C is r x p of rank r. Since
B and C are full rank it follows that BB' and CC' are each
nonsingular. Let M+ be defined as follows:
M+ = C 1 (CC 1 ) -1 (BB') -1B 1 .	 (4.4)
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It is easily shown that M +
 is a pseudoinverse of M. The
factorization of M in (4.3) is not unique, but the pseudo-
inverse as given in (4.4) is unique as shown b:7 the following
theorem.
THEOREM 4.2: For every matrix M, there exists a unique matrix
M+
 that satisfies the four conditions of (4.2), i.e., every
matrix has a unique pseudoinverse.
Proof: Assume that M+1 and M+2
 are two distinct pseudo-
inverses of M. To show that this implies M +1	M+2 , it will
first be shown that MM +1 = MM+2 . Multiply M = MM +M on the
right by M+2 , obtaining
MM+2
 = MM+1MM+2
From condition (i) of (4.2), MM+2
 is symmetric and thus so is
MM+1MM+2:
MM+1MM+2 = (MM +1MM+2P
Thus, since both MM+2
 and MM+1
 are symmetric,
MM
+2
 = (MM +1MM+2 ) f = (MM+2)'(MM+1) ►
= (MM +2 ) (Miv.+l )
= (MM +2M)M+1
MM+1'
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Similarly, if we multiply M = MM +1M on the left by M +2 , we
obtain
M + 1 M = M+2M.
This results.. together with MM +2 = MM+1 , give
M+1 M
+1MM+1
 M+2MM+1
	M+2MM+2
 M+2
and the proof is complete.
Several additional theorems concerning pseudcinverses
will be stated without proof. In these results, note the
similarities between a pseudoinverse and the ordinary inverse
of a square nonsingular matrix.
THEOREM 4.3: Let r(A) denote the rank of the matrix A. Then
r(M) = r(M+ ) = r(MM+ ) = r(M+M) = r(MM+M) = r(M+MM+).
THEOREM 4.4:	 (M') + _ (M+),.
THEOREM 4.5: (M+ ) +
 = M.
THEOREM 4.6: (M'M) + = M+M'+ = M+M+V.
THEOREM 4.7: (MM+ ) + = MM+
 and (M+M) +
 = M+M.
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THEOREM 4.8: Let P be an m x m orthogonal matrix, l et Q be
a p x p orthogonal matrix, and let M be any m x p r:-!trix. Then
(PMQ) +
 = Q'M+P'
THEOREM 4.9: If M = M', then M + = M+r.
THEOREM 4.10: If M = M', then MM +
 = M+M.
THEOREM 4.11: If M is symmetric idempotent (i.e., M 2
 = M, M = M'),
then M+
 = M, i.e., a symmetric idempotent matrix is its own
pseudoinverse.
THEOREM 4.12: Let D be an n x n diagonal matrix with diagonal
elements dii , i = 1, 2, • • • . n. The pseudoinverse D +
 of D
is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements d ii- 1 if d 1 9' 0,
and zero otherwise.
THEOREM 4.13: If M is an m x p matrix of rank m, then
M+ = M'(MM') -1 and MM+ = Im . If the rank of M is p, then
M+ _ (M'M) -1M' and M+M = Ip.
THEOREM 4.14: The matrices MM + , M+M, I - MM+
 and I - M + M are
each symmetric idempotent.
Let us now use the pseudoinverse of a matrix to investigate
the system of equations MX = Y. In particular we shall be
II
Ak
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concerned with the consistency of the system, and when
consistent, with finding the general solution.
THEOREM 4.15: The system of equations Y = MX is consistent
(has at least one solution) if and only if
MM+Y = Y.
Proof: Assume the system is consistent, and let X 1 be a
vector satisfying the system, i.e., MX 1 = Y. Multiply on the
left by MM+
 and get
MM+MX1 = MM+Y.
But the left hand side is
(MM+M)X1 = MX  = Y.
Thus MM+Y = Y.
For the converse, assume MM+Y = Y. Let
X* = M+Y. X* obviously satisfies MX = Y, and thus the
equations are consistent.
The next theorem is quite useful and will be used often
in sections to follow.
20
THEOREM 4.16: If the system of equations MX = Y is consistent,
then the general solution is
X = M+Y + (M +M - I)Z,	 (4.5)
where the vector Z is arbitrary.
Proof: Substitute (4.5) into MX = Y.
Suppose the system of equations Y = MX is not consistent,
i.e., there is no vector X that satisfies the system. Then
we may write
Y - MX = e
where a is a vector of deviations. Since there is no vector
X such that e = 0, then it would be desirable to find a vector
X0
 such that a is minimized in some sense. One useful index
to consider is minimization of the sum of squared deviations,
i e 2 1 , which in matrix form may be written as
e'e = (Y - MX)'(Y - MX). This leads to the following definition.
P.EFINITION 4.2: The vector X 0
 will be called the Best Approximate
Solution (BAS) to the system of equations MX
	 Y if
(1) For all X, (Y - MX 0 )'(Y - MX0 ) < (Y - MX)'(Y - MX),
and (2) For those vectors X in which the equality in (1) holds,
X'X > X10X0.
21
This definition essentially states that the vector X 0
 minimizes
the sum of squared deviations, and if there is a set of vectors
such that each member in the set gives the same minimum sum
of squared deviations, then X 0
 is chosen from this set if there
is no other vector in the set with smaller squared length. We
shall now state and prove a theorem which will enable us to
use the pseudoinverse of M to find the BAS to Y = MX.
THEOREM 4.17: The Best Approximate Solution (BAS) to the
system of equations Y = MX is given by
X0 = M + Y
where M+
 is the pseudo-inverse of M.
Proof: Upon adding and subtracting MM+Y to MX - Y, we obtain
(Y - MX)'(Y - MX) = (MX - Y)'(MX-Y)
= (MX - MM+Y + MM+Y - Y)'(MX - MM +Y + MM+Y - Y)
= [M(X - M+Y) + (MM+
 - I)Y]'[M(X - M+Y) + (MM+
 - I)Y]
= [M(X - M+Y)]'[M(X - M+Y)] + [(MM+
 - I)Y]'[(MM+
 - I)Y]
since the cross product terms both go to zero. It is obvious that
this expression is minimized as a function of X when X = X 0
 = M+Y.
Thus,
(Y - MX)'(Y - MX) > [(MM+ - I)Y]'[(MM+
 - I)Y]
= (MX0
 - i')' (MX 0
 - Y) .
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The equality holds if and only if
[M(X - M+Y)]'[M(X - M+Y)] _ 0,
i.e. if and only if MX = MM +Y. If this is true, then it must
be shown that
X'X > (M+Y)'(M+Y) = X'OXO.
Consider the following identity which is true for all
vectors X:
[M+Y + (I - M+M)X]'[M+Y + (I - M+M)X]
_ (M+Y)'(M+Y) + [(I - M+M)X]'[(I - M+M)X].
Upon substituting MM+Y for MX, or equivalently, M + Y for M+MX,
the identity becomes
X'X = (M+Y)'(M+Y) + (X - M+Y)'(X - M+Y)
or
X'X > (M+Y)'(M+Y)	 X'0 x 
ana the theorem is proved.
The importance of Theorem 4.17 is best described as follows.
In space navigation and orbital determination problems the state
vector X describes a particle's location and its instantaneous
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rates of change in the direction of the coordinate axes. X is
not observable, and Y is measured instead. Y, however, is
contaminated with noise, so that Y = MX + e is an appropriate
representation, where e is a vector of unobservable random
errors. Considered as a system of equations, Y - MX + e is
therefore inconsistent.
Theorem 4.17, however, states that the best approximate
solution to Y = MX + e is given by X = M +Y, where M+
 is the
unique pseudoinverse of Y. Thus one arrives at the same
solution by solving either the inconsistent set Y - MX + e,
or the consistent set Y = MX, obtained by "dropping" the error
term.
In the remaining sections of this report, the pseudo-
inverse of a matrix will be used primarily in solving a system
of linear equations. In particular, a great deal of use is
made of the representation of the solution to Y = MX as
X = M + Y + (M+M - I)Z,
where Z is arbitrary. It will be shown that proper choice of
the arbitrary vector Z will yield an estimator of the state
vector with certain desirable properties. These topics
are discussed in more detail in the following sections. This
section concludes with an algorithm for computing the pseudo-
inverse of a matrix. The trace of a matrix A, say, will be
denoted by tr(A).
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THEOREM 4.18: Let A be any m xn matrix. To compute A + , proceed
as follows:
(i) Compute B = A'A
0-i) Define C l
 = I. Compute
Ci+l = i tr (C i B) - C i B, i = 1, 2,	 •, r-1
Stop when C i+1 B = 0. This will occur when i = r.
+	 rCrA'
(iii) A = t^B) , tr(C rB) # 0.
r
For a proof of this theorem, see (12). Other algorithms are
given in (9), (10) and (11).
Section 5: A New Kalman-Type Filter
Attention is now turned to the estimation problem for the
dynamic system given in equations 2.1 and 2.2 when there are
at most as many observables as there are components in the
I I- 	state vector. Let the dimension of the state vector X  be
p X 1 and the dimension of the observation vector Y  be
q  x 1 where q  < p, for each n. Obviously this is the most
difficult estimation case and the situation for which the
Kalman filter is the most useful.
The new filtering equation combines the technique of
generalized exponential smoothing and the theory of generalized
inverses of matrices. In particular, the (unique) pseudoinverse
of Mn is used.
r.	 n	 n
Consider the sequence of estimators X-0, X
-12	 •, X-n,
generated by
X-n = X  + An ( 2n - Xn)	 (5.1)
where
(1) ^alk1(n)	 0 . . . 0
	 1
An =^ 0	 a2k2(n)...0
v
0	 apkp (n)
(2) k i (n) is a sequence of real numbers for each i = 1,
	 •, p,
(3) 0 < (ai l < 1 for each i = 1, • • •, p,
( 4 ) Xn s M+n Y  + (M+n Mn - I) Zn ,	 (5.2)
Xn+1 - 
4
^n+l,n X n' '^.3)t
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(5) Xn is a previous estimate of X  based on the
observations 
Yo' Y1'	 Yn-1' or is an initial estimate Xo.
The collection of filters defined by equation 5.1 has the
same general form as the updated estimate 
X*n in the Kalman
filter (equation 2.4) and the multidimensional generalized
exponential smoothing model (equation 3.8).
l e in the case of the Kaman filter (equation 2.3), the
dynamics of the system are used only to obtain an estimate of
the state vector at to+l' Precisely,
The linear filters do not require a knowledge of the covariance
matrices of the error vector. The choice of the sequence ki(n)
would depend on one's knowledge of the variability of the data,
but this is not nearly as restrictive as requiring that the
covariance matrices be known. For certain choices of ki(n)
an initial estimate X  is not even required. The choice of
constants a  is a numerical one.
The vector Z  in equation 5.2 is arbitrary and wiles
determine the exact form of the estimator.
LEMMA 5.1: If Z o , Z 1 , • - •, Zn , • • • is any sequence of
random vectors which satisfies the sequence of systems of
equations
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(M+n Mn - I)Zn = (M+n Mn - I)(-Xn )	 (5.4)
and X  is an unbiased estimate of X0 , then the sequence
X 0, X 1, ' ' ', X n, • • • is an unbiased sequence of
estimators of the sequence of state vectors X 0 , Xl ,	 Xn,	 .
Proof: For n = 0, if Z  satisfies 5.4, then
X 0 = 
x  
+ A O (X 0
 - XO
 )
X  + A 0 (M
+0 YO - M+0 MO XO).
Thus
EX 0 = EX  + A O (M
+0 EY0 - M+0 MO Ex 0 )
= X  + A O (M+0 MO x  - M+0 MO XO)
= X0.
Assume that X k is unbiased. Then
Xk+l	 (Dk+l,k X k
and
EX k+1
	 0k+l,k EX k
0k+l,k x 
Xk+1'
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- Therefore,
=
EX	 = X
	
+k+l
	
k+l A	 ( M+ 	M	 X	 -k+l	 k+l	 k+l	 k+l M+k+l Mk+l X	 )k+l
ZL
- Xk+1'
_ If X k , k =	 0,	 1,	 •,	 n, is an unbiased sequence,
then obviously the sequence X k , k = 1, •, n, given by
equation 5.3 is an unbiased sequence.
W
The result e:Xpressed in Lemma 5.1 is not too surprising
after the following Lemma is known.
LEMMA 5.2:	 If Z 0 ,	 Z 	 •,	 Zn , is a sequence of vectors
which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.2, then equation 5.1
reduces to
^-	 A	 +X	 = x  + An M	
-
n	
r(Yn Yn ) (5.5)
- which is then independent of Z n .	 The vector Yn is given by
e
A
Yn = Mn Xn • (5.6)
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Proof: By substitution,
+	 ^
X-n = X  + An (M+ n Y  + (M n Mn
 - I)(-Xn ) - Xn)
X  + An (M+n
 Y  - M+n Mn Xn)
=	 +X  + An M n (Yn
 - Yn),
^	 ^
where Y = M X .
n	 n n
Much weaker conditions for unbiasness than those of
Lemma 5.1 are given in the following lemma. This next results
states that the random Z vectors only have to satisfy the
systems of equations 5.2 in the mean.
LEMMA 5.3: Let Z 0 , Z l) • • ., Zn , • • • be any sequence of random
vectors whose means satisfy the following system of equations:
(M+n Mn - I) EZn = (M
+n
 Mn
 - I)(-Xn)
	 (5.7)
^
If X 0 is an unbiased estimate of X0 , then the sequence
^	 ^	 ^
X 02 X-1 , • • ., X 
n,	
is an unbiased sequence of estimators
of the sequence of state vectors X 0 , Xl , • • •, Xn , • • •.
Proof: The proof follows the same lines as that of
Lemma 5.1 and is omitted.
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It is obvious that one choice of Z  which would satisfy
T	 Lemma 5.1 is Zn = -x 
n' 
In this case, Lemma 5.2 states that
we could have used equation 5.5 as the filtering equation.
Lemma 5.3 is less restrictive in the choice of Z n . We
digress at this point to note that any X n for which
E(Rn - Xn ) = 0 will also produce a sequence of unbiased
estimators, if X 0
 is unbiased. Notice also that selecting
a Z  is equiva'_ent to selecting an X  (See Theorem 4.16).
In general if Y = MX is a consistent system of q
equations in p unknowns, q < p, and the rank of M is q, then
we may partition (and rearrange) the system so that
Y = [Ml
	M*]	 x 
X*
where M1
 is q X q and nonsingular. The choice of M 1 is not
necessarily unique. Then
(M1)-ly - (Ml ) -1M* X*
X =
X*
is a solution where X* is arbitrary. The point is, in the
estimation problem we have a previous estimate at each stage
and could substitute the estimated values of X* into the
equation.
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LEMMA 5.4: For
(M1 -lY - (M 1 ) -1M* X*n
X =	 A
	n 	 X*
n
the sequence of estimators X- 0 , X- 1 ,	 •, X-n ,	 given
by equation 5.1 is unbiased whenever X 0 is unbiased. The
notation X* n
 denotes those estimates of X* n in Xn.
Proof: The proof follows from noticing that
(Mln)-lYn _ (M1n ^-1M*n X*n _ Xln
	
Xn - X  =	 ..	 ..
X* - X*
n	 n
(Ml n) -l Yn 	 (M1 n) -1M*n X*n _ Xln
and	 0
EYn
 = Mln Xln + M*n X*n.
Section 6:	 Future Studies
In this report a new family of statistical filters
has been introduced and briefly studied with respect to
unbiasedness.	 The motivation for these new filters was
furnished by the assumptions, form and role of the Kalman
filter.
The authors of this report feel that much valuable
work is yet to be done in this area of statistical filtering.
The proper choice of the vector Z 	 in equation 5.2 could
_ possibly result in a minimum variance unbiased estimator
in the class of filters given by equation 5.1.
	 It would
not be unreasonable to expect certain asymptotic results to
hold.	 This area should be fruitful for extensive additional
investigation.
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